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SUMMARY

Definitive hematopoiesis emerges via an endothe-
lial-to-hematopoietic transition in the embryo and
placenta; however, the precursor cells to hemogenic
endothelium are not defined phenotypically. We
previously demonstrated that the induction of he-
matopoietic progenitors from fibroblasts progresses
through hemogenic precursors that are Prom1+

Sca1+CD34+CD45� (PS34CD45�). Guided by these
studies, we analyzed mouse placentas and identified
a population with this phenotype. These cells ex-
press endothelial markers, are heterogeneous for
early hematopoietic markers, and localize to the
vascular labyrinth. Remarkably, global gene expres-
sion profiles of PS34CD45� cells correlate with re-
programmed precursors and establish a hemogenic
precursor cell molecular signature. PS34CD45� cells
are also present in intra-embryonic hemogenic sites.
After stromal co-culture, PS34CD45� cells give rise
to all blood lineages and engraft primary and second-
ary immunodeficient mice. In summary, we show
that reprogramming reveals a phenotype for in vivo
precursors to hemogenic endothelium, establishing
that direct in vitro conversion informs developmental
processes in vivo.

INTRODUCTION

The seminal studies byYamanaka and colleaguesdemonstrating

that four pluripotency transcription factors (TFs) can changea so-

matic cell into an induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) caused a

sea change in the stem cell field. They also motivated others to

investigate whether combinatorial TF-mediated reprogramming
Devel
strategies could change cell fate without traversing through plu-

ripotency. Done successfully, this would provide alternatives for

producing cell types of interest for regenerative medicine (Xu

et al., 2015). The development of iPSCs and directly reprog-

rammed cells caused a paradigm shift in the way we think about

cell fate stability in multipotent and unipotent somatic cells. This

led to the identification ofminimal TF networks that kickstart line-

age reprogramming (Pereira et al., 2012) and provided mecha-

nistic insights into TFmodesof action (Soufi et al., 2012;Wapinski

et al., 2013). However, it is not known if direct lineage reprogram-

ming recapitulates developmental lineage specification (Pereira

et al., 2013) or if it leads to aberrant cell types without a clear

in vivo equivalent (Doulatov and Daley, 2013).

We recently demonstrated direct reprogramming of mouse fi-

broblasts into hematopoietic stem progenitor cells (HSPC) with

four TFs: Gata2, Gfi1b, cFos, and Etv6 (Pereira et al., 2013).

These TFs induce a dynamic process that progresses through

hemogenic precursors (HPs). HP cells express Prominin1,

Sca1, CD34, are CD45 negative, and have a global transcrip-

tional profile highly enriched in vascular and endothelial genes.

The hematopoietic cells that emerge afterward have a gene

expression program highly similar to bona fide HSCs from

aorta-gonad-mesonephros (AGM), placenta, and early fetal liver.

Transfer of the TFs to inducible lentiviral vectors and aggregation

culture demonstrated that the programmed population con-

tained multi-lineage clonogenic progenitors.

The major sites of definitive hematopoiesis in mid-gestation

are the AGM and placenta with subsequent migration to the fetal

liver and bone marrow, where HSCs expand and mature,

respectively (Dzierzak and Speck, 2008; Medvinsky et al.,

2011; Mikkola and Orkin, 2006). In the AGM they are thought

to ‘‘bud’’ directly from a small population of hemogenic endothe-

lial (HE) cells (Bertrand et al., 2010a; Boisset et al., 2010; Zovein

et al., 2008). An endothelial-to-hematopoietic transition (EHT)

was suggested based on imaging experiments (Bertrand et al.,

2010a; Boisset et al., 2010; Eilken et al., 2009; Kissa and Herbo-

mel, 2010; Lancrin et al., 2009). The EHT remains poorly
opmental Cell 36, 525–539, March 7, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Inc. 525
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Figure 1. Prominin1, Sca1, and CD34 Mark

HP Cells in Mid-gestation Mouse Placentas

(A) Strategy to isolate HP cells in vivo using

information generated from in vitro hemogenic

induction.

(B and C) E10.5 and E12.5 placentas were isolated

and dissociated to a single-cell suspension (B) and

analyzed for expression of Prom1, Sca1, CD34,

and CD45 (C); red boxes highlight populations of

interest.

(D) Percentage of Prom1+Sca1+CD34+ cells (PS34,

left panel) as well as the percentage of the sub-

population of PS34CD45� cells (right panel) from

litters at E10.5, E11.5, and E12.5 (each mark rep-

resents a single placenta, n = 11–28). *p < 0.05;

***p < 0.001.

(E and F) PS34CD45� cells were sorted and plated

on gelatin-coated dishes in MyeloCult with SCF,

IL-3, and Flt3L for 7 days, stained for CD45 and

analyzed by flow cytometry (E) or immunofluores-

cence (F). Dashed lines highlight large adherent

cells associated with round non-adherent CD45+

cells. Scale bar, 100 mm.

(G) PS34CD45� cells were cultured on AFT024

stroma for 4 weeks; cobblestone areas are stained

for CD45. Scale bar, 100 mm.
understood due to the lack of specific HP markers for pro-

spective isolation (Medvinsky et al., 2011). Furthermore, it is

becoming increasingly apparent that this is not a single-step pro-

cess (Boisset et al., 2014; Kieusseian et al., 2012; Rybtsov et al.,

2011, 2014; Taoudi et al., 2008). Emerging evidence suggests

that hematopoietic lineage divergence from embryonic endothe-

lium may occur prior to embryonic day 10.5 (E10.5) and before

extensive formation of intra-aortic clusters (Rybtsov et al.,

2011; Swiers et al., 2013). There is additional evidence obtained

during the in vitro differentiation of PSCs into hematopoietic cells

to support this (Ditadi et al., 2015).

Our direct reprogramming process appears to recapitulate

developmental hematopoiesis and traverses through an HP

cell with a specific phenotype (Pereira et al., 2013). Therefore,

we asked if this information could provide insights into HSC
526 Developmental Cell 36, 525–539, March 7, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Inc.
ontogeny in vivo.We analyzedmouse pla-

centas and embryos for the presence of

cells with a Prom1+Sca1+CD34+CD45�

(PS34CD45�) surface phenotype. We

show that PS34CD45� cells can be iso-

lated frommouse placentas and detected

in the AGM. We have characterized the

transcriptional profile of these cells by

mRNA-Seq and generated an HP molec-

ular signature. PS34CD45� cells acquire

the capacity to generate multi-lineage

colonies and to be serially transplanted

after a short in vitro maturation step that

involves activation of the Notch pathway.

In summary, we have isolated an early

HP with a defined phenotype that can

be matured in vitro into transplantable

HSPCs. We therefore provide evidence
that both the induction of hemogenic cells in vitro and the isola-

tion of PS34CD45� cells can be used as a powerful platform to

study HSC ontogeny.

RESULTS

Sca1, Prom1, and CD34 Mark Hemogenic Precursor
Cells in Mid-gestation Mouse Placentas
We asked if cells with the PS34 hemogenic phenotype identified

during in vitro reprogramming were present in mouse placentas

at E10.5, E11.5, and E12.5, times before and at the peak of HSC

activity (Gekas et al., 2005; Ottersbach and Dzierzak, 2005) (Fig-

ure 1A). Placentas were isolated, freed of umbilical cord and

maternal decidua, dissociated to single cells, and analyzed by

flow cytometry (Figures 1B and 1C). We identified a large
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Figure 2. PS34CD45– Cells Express Endo-

thelial and Hematopoietic Markers

(A and B) E10.5 (left panels) and E12.5 (right panels)

placentas were dissociated to a single-cell sus-

pension and analyzed. Prom1+Sca1+CD34+ cells

are displayed for (A) forward-scattered light

(FCS)/side-scattered light (SSC), CD49f and (B)

CD31, CD105, VE-cadherin, Tie2, CD41, and cKit

expression. Red boxes highlight the phenotype

Prom1+Sca1+CD45� cells.

(C) Quantification of the percentage of PS34CD45�

cells positive for CD49f, CD31, CD105, VE-cad-

herin, Tie2, CD41, and cKit (mean ± SD, n = 2). See

also Figure S1.

(D) PS34CD45� and PS34CD45+ cells were iso-

lated from placentas at E10.5 and E12.5 and

assayed for hematopoietic colony formation.

HSPCs (CD45+cKit+CD34+) and mature blood cells

(CD45+cKit�CD34�) were included as controls.

Color code represents the type of hematopoietic

colony (mean ± SD, n = 2). See also Table S1.
population of Sca1+ cells in placenta while Prom1 was restricted

to a smaller population (0.6%–8.8%). Prom1+Sca1+ cells co-ex-

press CD34 and themajority do not express the pan-hematopoi-

etic marker CD45 (Figure 1C). This represents the same cell sur-

face phenotype previously identified in vitro by introduction of

TFs into fibroblasts (Pereira et al., 2013). The PS34 population
Developmental Cell 36, 525–5
is more abundant at E10.5 and declines

at E11.5 and E12.5 (5.5% ± 2.4%,

1.8% ± 0.5%, and 1.3% ± 0.6%, respec-

tively; Figure 1D). The percentage of

CD45� PS34 cells decreases with gesta-

tion time (80.6% ± 7.0%, 71.1% ± 6.2%,

and 69.7% ± 14.2%, respectively; Fig-

ure 1D), consistent with the develop-

mental progression of hemogenic cells.

We next sorted PS34CD45� cells and

cultured them on gelatin-coated dishes.

Interestingly, after 7 days we observed

the emergence of CD45+ cells (Figures

1E and 1F), in association with large

adherent flat cells (Figure 1F). Sorted

PS34CD45+ cells did not survive in these

culture conditions (not shown). When

plated on AFT024 HSC-supportive stroma

(Moore et al., 1997), PS34CD45� cells

generate large hematopoietic colonies

(not shown) and CD45+ cobblestone-like

colonies after 4 weeks (Figure 1G). These

results highlight the utility of TF-mediated

programming to provide insights into

developmental processes and suggest

that the PS34CD45� phenotype may be

used to isolate HPs in vivo.

PS34 Cells Express Endothelial and
Hematopoietic Markers
We next addressed whether PS34 cells

express endothelial and hematopoietic
markers associated with HE cells. We analyzed the expression

of CD49f (Integrin-a6), CD31 (Pecam1), CD105 (Endoglin), VE-

cadherin, Tie2, CD41 (Integrin-a2b), and cKit within the PS34

population from E10.5 and E12.5 placentas (Figures 2 and S1).

At E10.5 and E12.5 most of the PS34CD45� cells express

the endothelial markers VE-cadherin, CD31, CD105, and Tie2
39, March 7, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Inc. 527



Figure 3. PS34 Cells Originate from Fetal

Tissue and Localize to the Vascular

Labyrinth

(A–C) Placentas from (A) E10.5, (B) E11.5, and (C)

E12.5 were stained with antibodies against CD133

(Prom1, green). The left panels show composite

low magnification pictures of transversal sections

of placentas. The region of the labyrinth that con-

tains Prom1+ cells is highlighted (white circles).

(D) High magnification of vasculature showing

representative Prom1+ cells (arrowheads) and

associated blood cells (arrows). Blood vessels are

highlighted with dotted lines. Scale bar, 100 mm. S,

spongiotrophoblast layer; L, labyrinth.

(E) Strategy to confirm the fetal origin of PS34 cells.

Mouse placentas and embryos were isolated

from crosses of huCD34-rtTA with TetO-H2BGFP

transgenic mice. Embryos and placentas were

isolated at E12.5. Embryos were genotyped

and double-transgenic and single-transgenic

placentas were selected for analysis.

(F and G) Flow cytometry analysis of PS34 cells

derived from double-transgenic (34/H2BGFP) or

single-transgenic (H2BGFP) placentas. Two ex-

amples and the quantification of GFP+PS34CD45�

cells in 6–7 independent placentas are shown

(mean ± SD).
(Figures 2B and 2C). PS34CD45� cells also express CD49f (Fig-

ures 2A and 2C), amarker previously identified on in vitro reprog-

rammed hemogenic cells (Pereira et al., 2013). PS34CD45+ cells

express VE-cadherin, CD31, CD105, Tie2, and CD49f consistent

with the retention of endothelial markers by emergent HSPCs

(Taoudi et al., 2008). Interestingly, PS34CD45� cells are hetero-

geneous for the early hematopoietic markers CD41 (31.5% ±

0.3% at E10.5 and 24.1% ± 1.1% at E12.5) and cKit (70.9% ±

3.6% at E10.5 and 61.4% ± 6.9% at E12.5), showing that the

PS34 marker combination captures a heterogeneous population

of cells undergoing EHT (Figures 2B and 2C). This is consistent

with the reported placental expression of CD41 (Rhodes et al.,

2008) and the requirement for cKit signaling during HE cell spec-

ification (Marcelo et al., 2013). We next addressed whether PS34

cells have hematopoietic progenitor activity in vitro by perform-

ing colony-forming unit (CFU) assays in methylcellulose. Both

PS34CD45� and PS34CD45+ at E10.5 and E12.5 cells do not

generate CFUs in contrast to the E12.5 cKit+CD34+CD45+
528 Developmental Cell 36, 525–539, March 7, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Inc.
HSPC population (Figure 2D). Similarly,

early AGM HE does not contain CFUs

(Boisset et al., 2014; Swiers et al., 2013).

The lack of CFUs in our precursor popula-

tions was confirmed by plating >7,000

placental PS34CD45� cells (Table S1).

These data confirm that the PS34CD45�

phenotype marks HPs and excludes all

downstream committed hematopoietic

progenitors and HSCs. This contrasts

with other endothelial markers (e.g.,

VE-cadherin, CD31, and Tie-2) whose

expression is retained by HSPCs. These

data also highlight the regulation of
CD41 in the placenta, which, in contrast to the AGM region,

does not mark HSPCs (Robin et al., 2011).

PS34 Cells Originate from Embryonic Tissue and
Localize to the Vascular Labyrinth
Placental HSCs emerge in association with the placental

vascular labyrinth and originate from fetal tissue (Gekas

et al., 2005; Ottersbach and Dzierzak, 2005; Rhodes et al.,

2008). The expression of CD34 is restricted to the vascular

labyrinth (Ottersbach and Dzierzak, 2005). Placental Prom1+

Sca-1+ cells express CD34 (Figure 1C), suggesting that these

precursor cells would also localize to the vascular labyrinth.

We analyzed transversal sections at E10.5, E11.5, and E12.5

to define the localization of Prom1+ cells in developing mouse

placentas. Prom1+ cells are detected in clusters in E10.5

placentas (Figure 3A). At E11.5 and E12.5, Prom1+ cells are

localized to the vascular labyrinth and interestingly, restricted

to a layer at the maternal-fetal interface (Figures 3B and 3C).
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Figure 4. Gene Expression Analyses Cap-

ture a Developmental Program

(A) Hemogenic PS34 cells from E10.5 and E12.5

placentas were fractioned into CD45�cKit�,
CD45�cKit+, and CD45+cKit+ populations. HSPCs

and mature blood cells (MBC) were also sorted for

comparison.

(B) Global gene expression levels were profiled by

mRNA-Seq (biological replicates: 1, 2, and 3).

Spearman rank correlation heatmap and hierar-

chical clustering dendrogram of the expression

profiles are displayed.

(C) PCA shows the relative distances between

samples and a hypothetical temporal trajectory at

E10.5 (upper panel) and E12.5 (lower panel).

(D and E) Expression levels of programming fac-

tors (D) and EHT-associated genes (E) are shown

as FPKMmean values ± SD. Bar colors coordinate

with isolated populations in (A). *p < 0.05; **p <

0.01, ***p < 0.001.

(F) Heatmap showing expression of arterial

markers. Red designates increased expression

and blue decreased expression relative to the

mean.

(G) GSEA for PS34CD45�cKit� cells (right panel)

and HSPCs (left panel) of NetPath-annotated

signaling pathways. Pathways are ordered ac-

cording to the normalized enrichment score

(NES) and only enriched pathways are shown

(false discovery rate <0.3, NES >1.3). See also

Figure S2.
Prom1+ cells localize to the blood vessel lining or surrounding

areas, consistent with the homogeneous expression of endo-

thelial markers by PS34 cells (Figure 2). Higher magnifica-

tion shows that Prom1+ cells are large in size and often

found in association with clusters of small hematopoietic cells

(Figure 3D). In addition, Prom1 was not detected in E13.5 fetal

liver sections (not shown) as previously reported (Zhu et al.,

2009), confirming the specificity of Prom1 to HPs but not

HSCs.

We crossed heterozygous huCD34tTA and TetO-H2BGFP

mice to rigorously prove the embryonic origin of PS34 cells

(Qiu et al., 2014). At E12.5, both embryos and placentas were

isolated. The embryos were genotyped and single TetO-

H2BGFP (controls) and double-transgenic (huCD34tTA 3

TetO-H2BGFP) placentas were selected for analysis (Figure 3E).
Developmental Cell 36, 525–5
Only embryonic tissue can have both

transgenes, therefore, the expression

of GFP is indicative of fetal origin and

activity of the huCD34 reporter. Pla-

centas were dissociated, stained for

Prom1, Sca1, CD34, and CD45, and

analyzed for the expression of GFP (Fig-

ure 3F). PS34CD45� cells express GFP

(64.5% ± 15.3%), demonstrating their

fetal origin (Figures 3F and 3G).

Together, these data show that PS34

cells originate from fetal tissue, localize

at the site of HSC emergence in the
placenta, and display a phenotype consistent with their hemo-

genic function.

Transcriptional Profiling of Placental Hemogenic Cells
Demonstrates a Developmental Progression
We performedmRNA sequencing (mRNA-Seq) on PS34 popula-

tions at E10.5 and E12.5 to better define the precursor and emer-

gent hematopoietic cells in the placenta. Two or three biological

replicates were sorted from PS34 subsets including the

cKit�CD45�, cKit+CD45�, and cKit+CD45+ populations (Figures

4A andS2A).We separated the PS34CD45� cells by cKit expres-

sion because of the heterogeneous expression of cKit by HPs

(Figures 2B and 2C) and the requirement for cKit signaling during

HE cell specification (Marcelo et al., 2013; Ruiz-Herguido et al.,

2012). Placental HSPCs (CD45+cKit+CD34+ cells) and mature
39, March 7, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Inc. 529
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blood cells (CD45+cKit�CD34�) were profiled as controls.

Spearman rank correlation of the dataset shows that replicas

correlate with each other and, as expected, the most distant

cell type was the mature blood cell population (Figure 4B).

CD45� (cKit� and cKit+) and CD45+ cells (PS34CD45+ and

HSPCs) generate two very distinct clusters. PS34CD45� cells

cluster by phenotype (cKit� and cKit+ samples) and not by gesta-

tion time, suggesting that the PS34 phenotype captures HPs

regardless of gestation time. The sample order in the clusters

from cKit� to cKit+ to CD45+ suggests the developmental pro-

gression captured within the PS34 compartment. Principal

component analysis (PCA) placed PS34CD45+ and HSPCs

very distant fromCD45�HPs, consistent with the striking pheno-

typic changes during EHT and the acquisition of CD45 expres-

sion. PS34 cKit� and PS34 cKit+ are closely related but clearly

distinguished by principal component 2 (Figure 4C).

Alignment of reads at individual gene loci and quantification by

fragments per kilobase of exon per million fragments mapped

(FPKM) values (Figure 4) and heatmaps (Figure S2B) confirm

the expression of endothelial and hematopoietic markers by

PS34 cells. We next addressed the pattern of TF expression dur-

ing EHT. Gata2 and cFos used for the conversion of fibroblasts

into hemogenic cells (Pereira et al., 2013) were highly expressed

in placental PS34 cells (Figure 4D). Etv6was expressed, but also

seemed to be expressed in mature blood cells, while Gfi1b is

only expressed in HSPCs consistent with the role of Gfi1b at

the later stages of EHT in repressing endothelial genes (Lancrin

et al., 2012). Transcriptional regulators associated with HSCs

are expressed at different stages during EHT (Figure S2C):

some of the TFs are expressed early (e.g., cFos, HoxB4, Erg,

Lmo2, Id1, and Msi2) and decrease upon maturation. Other

TFs such as Gata2, Tal1, Sox4 are continuously expressed

from HP cells to HSPCs; and other TFs are only expressed at

later stages (e.g., Gfi1b, Myb, Cebpa, Pu.1, Nfe2, and Ikzf1).

The expression of Sox17 was recently identified in HE cells

from both mice and human (Clarke et al., 2013; Nakajima-Takagi

et al., 2013; Nobuhisa et al., 2014). Remarkably, Sox17 is ex-

pressed at the highest levels in PS34CD45�cKit� cells with a

pattern reminiscent of Prom1 expression (Figure 4E). However,

Sox17 continues to be expressed at lower levels in HSPCs while

Prom1 expression decreases more markedly, suggesting that

this gene product more specifically labels HPs and possibly ex-

cludes downstream HSPCs. As expected from their roles in the

specification of definitive hematopoiesis, Scl/Tal1 and Runx1

are also expressed in PS34 cell populations (Figure 4E). The

expression of other reported markers of hemogenic cells such
Figure 5. Hemogenic Gene Expression Signature Defined by Integratio

(A) Hierarchical clustering showing the integration of gene-expression data from

HSPCs. HP cell clustering is highlighted.

(B) Pathway enrichment analysis was performed on genes enriched in the HP clu

(C) Co-expression networks show the HP cell network (left panel) and HSPCs en

(D) Non-supervised hierarchical clustering showing the integration of genome-wid

PS34CD45� at E10.5 and E12.5 (green) and HSPCs (red) are highlighted.

(E) Expression levels of programming factors in placental single cells. Each dot r

(F) Expression levels of endothelial and hematopoietic genes in placental single c

values for individual cells.

(G) Cell expression profiles (dots) in a two-dimensional independent component s

constructed by Monocle. Solid black line shows pseudo-time ordering. See also

Devel
as Podxl (Hara et al., 1999) and Kitl (Pereira et al., 2013) is also

enriched in PS34CD45� hemogenic cells (Figure 4E).

HE cells activate an arterial identity program characteristic of

sites such as the roof of the dorsal aorta in the embryo (Wilkinson

et al., 2009). We asked whether the expression of the arterial

genes Foxc1, Jag1, Kdr, Hey2, Foxc2, Notch1, Notch4, Dll4,

and Efnb2 was activated in PS34 cells. The expression of this

gene set was mostly enriched in PS34CD45� cells (Figure 4F).

We used gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) to compare the

transition fromPS34CD45�cKit� precursors to HSPCswith pub-

lished gene sets (Figures 4G and S2D; Table S2). GSEA showed

significant enrichment for Long Term (LT) and Short Term (ST)

HSC gene sets in PS34CD45�cKit� cells (Figure S2D, 3 out of

3 ST-HSC and 3 out of 3 LT-HSC gene sets; false discovery

rate <0.25). This result suggests that many HSC signature genes

are already expressed in HPs. Other enriched and downregu-

lated gene sets included Hedgehog signaling, Tight Junction,

Blood Clotting cascade, and epithelial mesenchymal transition

(EMT) (EMT_DN). Conversely, in HSPCs, gene sets for hemato-

poietic progenitors and genes that are upregulated during EMT

(EMT_UP) are enriched. We next determined whether immune

signaling pathways were enriched in the PS34CD45�cKit�

precursors and HSPCs. Curated immune signaling pathways

(21 out of 32) were enriched in HSPCs including cKit, interleukin

3 (IL-3), and B and T cell receptor signaling, in agreement with

hematopoietic specification (Figure 4G). In PS34CD45�cKit�

precursors, only 9 out of 32 immune pathways were enriched

as expected in endothelial-like precursor cells. The enriched

signaling pathways include a6b4 Integrin, Egfr1, Id, Hedgehog,

Wnt, and Notch, consistent with their roles in hemogenesis

and the pathways previously identified in HP cells programmed

in vitro (Pereira et al., 2013).

A Gene Expression Signature for Definitive Hemogenic
Progenitor Cells
Due to the remarkable similarities between placental HP cells

and in vitro programmed cells, we compared gene expression

datasets to generate a robust signature for HPs. We reasoned

that the overlap between programmed cells and placental-

derived precursors may better illustrate the genes and pathways

required for HP cell function (Figure 5). Interestingly, PS34CD45�

cells, in particular PS34CD45�cKit� cells at E10.5 and E12.5

showed a robust clustering with programmed cells isolated

at day 20 (Figure 5A). In contrast, programmed CD45+cKit+

and CD45+cKit� cells show similarities with HSPCs and

PS34CD45+ cells from the placenta especially at E12.5
n of Placental Hemogenic Cells and Induced Hemogenic Cells

programmed cells (blue; data from Pereira et al., 2013) with placental HPs and

ster. Enriched terms and corresponding p values are shown.

riched network (right panel). Specific genes of the network are highlighted.

e gene-expression data from placenta-derived single cells. Clustering between

epresent FPKM values for individual cells.

ells ordered with Monocle software (Pseudo-time). Each dot represents FPKM

pace. Lines connecting points represent edges of the minimum-spanning tree

Figure S3.
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(Figure 5A). We used K-means clustering of the integrated gene

list to extract clusters of genes representative of HPs and

HSPCs. Ten clusters were identified using this analysis: six over-

represented in HPs and four enriched in HSPCs (Figure S3A).

This analysis revealed the dynamic nature of hemogenic cells

as they progress from cKit� to cKit+ (Figure S3A). We performed

pathway analysis using the PANTHER classification system.

Interestingly, HPs are enriched for integrin signaling, cytoskeletal

regulation by Rho GTPases, Wnt signaling, angiogenesis, Vegf

signaling, and others (Figure 5B). In contrast, HSPCs are en-

riched for pathways involved in immune cell function such as

inflammation, Toll receptor signaling, and B and T cell activation

(Figure S3B). We also used co-expression clustering to confirm

gene allocation to HE or HSPCs clusters (Figures 5C and S3C).

Co-expression clustering generated two distinct gene networks,

which overlapped with the HP and HSPCs clusters generated

using K-means clustering (Figure S3C). As previously observed,

the HP cluster was more heterogeneous than the HSPC cluster

(Figure 5C). Genes identified in the HP cluster include F11r,

recently shown to be expressed in HSC precursors and required

for HSC generation in zebrafish through Notch signaling (Ko-

bayashi et al., 2014). Other identified genes include the polarity

regulators Pard3, Par6b, Amotl1, Prkcz, and Amotl2; Notch

signaling mediator Hes1; semaphorins Sema3c and Sema7a;

and aldehyde dehydrogenase Aldh1a1. The complete list of

genes and the allocation to the network subclusters is provided

in Table S2.

Transcription regulator prediction using ENCODE Chip-

sequencing data focused on genes activated in HPs (Fig-

ure S3D, left panel) showed highest enrichment for Gata2 targets

(p = 1.02 3 10�7) and the components of the AP-1 TF complex

cFos, cJun, and JunD. This result suggests cooperation between

Gata2 and AP-1 in the specification of HP identity. In contrast, in

HSPCs, a completely different set of transcriptional regulators

was identified, including Ikzf1 (p = 1.41 3 10�38), Pu.1 (p =

3.35 3 10�23), and Nfkb1 (p = 2.023 3 10�17) (Figure S3E, right

panel). Analysis of genes upregulated in the HSPC cluster using

the Mouse Genome Informatic (MGI) mouse mutant phenotype

database showed that genetic perturbations caused largely he-

matopoietic phenotypes (Figure S3F, right panel). In contrast, HP

upregulated genes affect blood vessel and embryo development

(Figure S3F, left panel). We also performed comprehensive gene

ontology (GO) analysis in HPs and HSPCs using DAVID clus-

tering (Figure S3F; Tables S2 and S3). The top molecular func-

tion, biological process and cellular component categories in

HP were cytoskeletal regulation, adherens and tight junctions,

cellular adhesion, embryonic morphogenesis, cell motion and

angiogenesis, and small GTPase regulator activity (Table S3).

These data are consistent with the recent implication of cellular

adhesion and migration during hemogenesis (Lie et al., 2014).

GO categories in HPs and HSPCs are completely distinct. We

provide the full lists of terms and genes included for both HPs

and HSPCs (Figure S3F and Table S2). We performed single-

cell mRNA-Seq analysis of the placental PS34CD45� population

(at E10.5 and E12.5) and HSPCs (at E12.5) to complete the

molecular profiling. We have profiled 48 cells for each popula-

tion, a total of 144 single cells. Using genome-wide unsupervised

hierarchical clustering, we show that PS34CD45� cells cluster

together independently of their gestation time (E10.5 and
532 Developmental Cell 36, 525–539, March 7, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier
E12.5), and HSPCs form a separate cluster (Figure 5D).

Regarding programming factor expression, we show that

Gata2 is similarly expressed in the three populations profiled

and Etv6 increases in HSPCs. However, this analysis revealed

that the expression of cFos decreases from E10.5 PS34CD45�

to E12.5 PS34CD45� to HSPCs (Figure 5E). This result is much

more evident at the single cell than population analysis (Fig-

ure 4D). We also observed that Gfi1b, although not detected in

the PS34CD45� populations, could be detected in some

PS34CD45� cells at E12.5 and further increased in the HSPC.

These data support the role of Gfi1b in the later stages of EHT.

We then ordered those cells according to gene expression to

reconstruct the trajectory of EHT (Figure 5F). Endothelial genes

are downregulated (Cdh5, Pecam1, F11r) and hematopoietic

genes are upregulated (Ikzf1, Pu.1, Myb) according to the

pseudo-ordering of cells. When reconstructing the trajectory us-

ing PCA and pseudo-ordering, we can observe the overlap be-

tween Prom1 expression and genes expressed at later stages

of EHT such as Runx1 and Gfi1b (Figure 5G). Using single-cell

data, we confirmed the embryonic and endothelial arterial

program of PS34 cells by addressing the frequency of cells

expressing endothelial markers (CD31/Pecam1, CD34, 98%–

100%), cytokeratins expressed by trophoblasts (Krt7, Krt19,

and Krt17, 0%–15%), the trophoblast TF Hand1 (2%–4%), the

venous marker Nr2f1 (2%), and the arterial marker Efnb2

(81%–96%) (Table S4). Together these analyses provide a

molecular profile for the HP cell program and EHT.

A Cohort of AGM-Derived PS34 Cells Activates
the +23GFP Runx1 Reporter
We next asked whether PS34 cells are present in intra-embry-

onic sites of HSC emergence. The AGM and the vitelline/umbil-

ical arteries (VU) were isolated at E10.5, dissociated to single

cells, and analyzed (Figures 6A and 6B). Indeed, we identified

a small population of Prom1+Sca1+ cells (1.4%± 0.4%) that con-

tains CD45–CD34+ cells (7.1% ± 2.0%; Figure 6A). We asked

whether a cohort of intra-embryonic PS34 cells activates the

Runx1 23GFP reporter that marks cells undergoing EHT (Swiers

et al., 2013). While the PS34CD45+ population is mainly positive

for 23GFP (83.7% ± 10.8%), the PS34CD45� population is both

23GFP+ (33.8% ± 12.0%) and 23GFP� (63.8% ± 11.3%) (Fig-

ure 6A). This result suggests that the PS34 phenotype captures

the early stages of EHT (PS34 23GFP� cells), prior to the activa-

tion of the 23GFP reporter. The total numbers of cells per embryo

equivalent (e.e.) for both PS34CD45� 23GFP� and PS34CD45�

23GFP+ populations are roughly 100 and 50 cells, respectively

(Figure 6B). Whole-mount imaging of embryos for the endothelial

marker CD31, Prom1, and the 23GFP reporter showed the pres-

ence of CD31+Prom1+23GFP+ cells both in intra-aortic clusters

and as part of the endothelial layer of the aorta (Figure 6C). To

confirm that Prom1 and Ly6a (that encodes Sca-1) are ex-

pressed in embryo cells undergoing EHT, we isolated 23GFP+

HE and performed qRT-PCR using the Fluidigm Biomark sys-

tem. Indeed, 23GFP+ HE expresses the highest levels of

Prom1 and Ly6a and low levels of CD45 compared with HSPCs

and VE-cadherin+CD31+ endothelial cells (ECs) (Figure 6D). We

next asked if HE cells from the conceptus (Swiers et al., 2013)

share the placental and programmed HP signature. We inte-

grated genome-wide expression data from PS34 cells from the
Inc.
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Figure 6. PS34 Cells Are Found in Intra-embryonic Hemogenic Sites

(A) E10.5 AGM + VU regions were isolated, dissociated to a single-cell suspension and analyzed by flow cytometry. PS34CD45� and PS34CD45+ cells are gated

and displayed for the expression of the 23GFP Runx1 reporter. Percentages are shown as mean ± SD, n = 3.

(B) Number of PS34 cells per embryo equivalent (e.e.) (mean ± SD, n = 3). *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01.

(C) Representative whole-mount immunofluorescence of an E10.5 (37 somite pairs) 23GFP (green) embryo combined with antibodies against Prom1 (red) and

CD31 (white). Left panels show a 3D reconstruction made with 75 confocal images (2.5 mm z sections); middle and right panels show single-plane z sections.

Arrows highlight Prom1+CD31+23GFP+ cells localized to intra-aortic clusters. Ao, Aorta.

(D) Fluidigm qRT-PCR analysis of Prom1, Ly6a, and CD45 in E10.5 AGM + VU endothelial (EC, CD144+(VE-cadherin)Ter119�CD45�CD41�23GFP�), hemogenic

endothelium (HE, CD144+Ter119�CD45�CD41�23GFP+), and HSPCs (CD144+Ter119�CD45�CD41+23GFP+) (mean ± SD, n = 3). ***p < 0.001.

(E) Hierarchical clustering showing the integration of gene-expression data from programmed cells (blue; Pereira et al., 2013), E8.5 conceptus (PAS+YS) cells

(red; Swiers et al., 2013), and placental derived precursors. The box highlights HP cell clustering.
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Figure 7. Placental Hemogenic Cells

Engraft Immunodeficient Mice after OP9-

DL1 Co-culture

(A) E12.5 PS34CD45� cells were co-cultured on

OP-9 in the presence of cytokines (SCF, Fltl3L,

IL-3, IL-6, and TPO) for 4 days. FACS analysis

shows the generation of CD45+CD34+cKit+ cells

that were tested for clonogenic activity.

(B) Number and type of colonies generated at day

0 and after co-culture on OP9 of PS34CD45� or

HSPCs (CD45+cKit+CD34+) with or without cyto-

kines (mean ± SD, n = 3).

(C) Pictures of representative mixed colonies

(left), benzidine hemoglobin staining (middle) and

modified Giemsa staining (right).

(D) E12.5 placentas were dissociated and

PS34CD45� cells were isolated and cultured in

gelatin-coated dishes or co-cultured with OP-9 or

OP9-DL1 cells in the presence of cytokines for

4 days. Co-cultures were dissociated and trans-

planted intravenously into Rag2�/�/IL2Rgc�/�

mice.

(E) Mice were bled at 2–8 months (experiment 1) or

2–3 months (experiment 2) after transplantation

(upper panel) with PS34CD45� co-cultured with

OP9-DL1 (green lines). Additional mice were

transplanted with freshly isolated HSPCs (red

lines). After 14 weeks or 8 months of primary

transplant, engrafted mice were sacrificed, and

HSCs (LSK48�150+) were purified from bone

marrow and transplanted intravenously into sec-

ondary Rag2�/�/IL2Rgc�/� mice (lower panel).

(F) After 12–14 weeks, the presence of B cells

(CD19+) and T cells (CD4+/CD8+) in peripheral

blood, bone marrow, and spleen was analyzed by

flow cytometry.

(G) Analysis for the presence of B and T cells in

peripheral blood after 3 months and in spleen

and bone marrow after 8 months of secondary

transplantation.
placenta, programmed cells as well as conceptus HE cells, ECs,

and HSPCs. Remarkably, 23GFP HE cells correlated with both

placental and programmed HP (Figure 6E). These data confirm

that the PS34 hemogenic phenotype can also be used to isolate

HPs at intra-embryonic sites of definitive hematopoiesis. To

analyze the contribution of Prom1+ cells to adult hematopoietic

lineages, we crossed homozygous Prom1-CreERT2 mice with

R26StopYFP mice and activated Cre with a 4-hydroxytamoxifen

injection at E10.5 to mark some of the Prom1-expressing cells

during development (Figure S4A). If Prom1+ cells are precursors

of HSCs, blood YFP+ cells will includemultiple cell lineages in the

adult. We analyzed the presence of YFP+ cells in the peripheral

blood of the progeny at 2 and 15 months of age. We identified

YFP+ cells in peripheral blood only in animals injected with 4-hy-

droxytamoxifen (Figure S4B). The lineage composition of the

YFP+ cells confirmed that these cells include both myeloid (Gr1+

Mac1+), lymphoid (CD19+ and CD4+/CD8+), and erythroid

cells (Figures S4C and S4D). Bone marrow analyses of 15-
534 Developmental Cell 36, 525–539, March 7, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Inc.
month-old mice confirmed the presence

of granulocyte-macrophage progenitors,

commonmyeloid progenitors, andmega-
karyocyte-erythroid progenitors (Figure S4E). As an additional

control, we injected 4-hydroxytamoxifen in adult heterozygous

mice (Prom1-CreERT2 3 R26StopYFP) and could not detect

YFP+ cells in the peripheral blood after 2 months (not shown).

These results confirm that Prom1 marks definitive HPs during

gestation that contribute to the adult myeloid and lymphoid

lineages.

Upon Maturation in Co-cultures, PS34CD45– Cells
Generate Multi-lineage Hematopoietic Colonies
We hypothesized that placental PS34CD45� cells would require

maturation in order to acquire clonogenic activity. Therefore, we

performed co-cultures of PS34CD45� cells with OP-9 stromal

cells and cytokines. After 4 days of co-culture, cells with an

HSPC phenotype (CD45+CD34+cKit+) were generated and

subsequently tested in CFU assays (Figure 7A). PS34CD45�-
derived cells generated large mixed colonies that were similar

to those from HSPCs (Figures 7B and 7C). The presence of



hematopoietic cytokines (stem cell factor [SCF], IL-3, IL-6, FltL3,

and thrombopoietin) was required to generate large numbers of

hematopoietic colonies (>50 CFU per plate; Figure 7B). As con-

trols, we plated freshly isolated PS34CD45�, which are unable to

generate colonies, and HSPCs, which do generate colonies (Fig-

ure 7B). Mixed colonies generated from both PS34CD45� and

HSPCs were large, contained hemoglobinized erythroid cells,

and displayed mixed cellular morphologies (Figure 7C). Using

flow cytometry and cellular morphology, we confirmed that

mixed colonies were composed of CD45+ cells that contain

CD41+ megakaryocytes (Figures S5A and S5B), Gr1+ granulo-

cytes, and Mac1+ macrophages (Figures S5C and S5D), charac-

teristic of definitive hematopoietic colonies. Functionally, both

PS34CD45� and HSPC-derived macrophages were able to

phagocytose beads coated with fluorescein isothiocyanate (Fig-

ure S5E). Another hallmark of definitive hematopoiesis is the

expression of adult b-globin by erythroid cells. We flow sorted

TER119+ erythroid cells (Figure S5F) from mixed colonies and

analyzed the transcriptome by mRNA-Seq. Similarly to HSPCs,

PS34CD45�-derived TER119+ cells express Hbb-b1 and Hbb-

b2 adult genes but not Hbb-bh1, Hbb-bh2, and Hbb-g embry-

onic and fetal genes, thereby confirming the definitive nature of

the erythroid cells (Figure S5G).

PS34CD45– Cells Generate B and T Lymphocytes and
Engraft Immunodeficient Mice upon Notch Activation
We next asked if PS34CD45� cells could generate B and T lym-

phocytes after co-culture. PS34CD45� cells were co-cultured

with OP9 (to generate B cells) or OP9-DL1 (to generate T cells)

in the presence of IL-7, Flt3L, and SCF. B and T cell precursors

expand 3,000–30,000 times after 2 weeks in culture (Figure S6A).

Fifteen days after initiation of co-cultures on OP-9, CD19+B220+

B-lymphoid cells emerged (Figure S6B) that generate B cell

colonies (Figures S6B and S6C). When co-cultured with OP9-

DL1, PS34CD45� cells and HSPCs produced immature

CD25+CD44+ cells (day 15) and a population of CD4+CD8+ dou-

ble-positive cells (day 25) after reduction of cytokine concentra-

tions (Figures S6D and S6E). To induce maturation, we trans-

planted B and T cell precursors at day 15 into Rag2�/�/
IL2Rgc�/� mice. Four weeks later, we detected single positive

CD4+ and CD8+ T cells and CD19+B220+ B cells (Figures S6F

and S6G). Single positive CD4 and CD8 T cells generated after

maturation in vivo express the T cell co-receptor CD3 (Fig-

ure S6H). Mice were sacrificed 4 weeks after transplantation

and CD4+ and CD8+ T cells were isolated from blood, spleen,

and bone marrow for functional activity assays. After activation

in culture, both PS34CD45� and HSPC-derived T cells secrete

the Th1/Th2 cytokines IL-5, IL-4, INF-g, and TNF-a (Figure S6I).

These data confirm that the PS34 phenotype marks HPs with

the capacity to generate hematopoietic progenitors of myeloid

and lymphoid lineages as well as mature cells that include

macrophages, granulocytes, erythrocytes, megakaryocytes,

and B and T lymphocytes.

We next asked if PS34CD45� cells give rise to transplantable

HSCs. We first performed transplantation experiments into

congenic SJL mice. PS34CD45�cKit�, PS34CD45�cKit+, and
PS34CD45+ cells were transplanted into sublethally irradiated

mice. In agreement with the lack of hematopoietic clonogenic

activity in vitro, PS34CD45� or PS34CD45+ cells do not engraft
Devel
adult SJL mice (Figure S7A). This result contrasts with whole-

placenta tissue transplantation at E11.5 and E12.5 where

engraftment is robust (Figures S7A and S7B). We did not detect

engraftment of whole-placenta tissue at E10.5 (0.3 or 1 embryo

equivalents per transplanted mouse) or PS34CD45� engraft-

ment into more permissive Rag2�/�/IL2Rgc mice (not shown).

We next asked whether an in vitro co-culture step with OP-9

would confer engraftment potential to the emergent hematopoi-

etic progenitors (Figure S7B). We isolated PS34CD45� cells at

E10.5, E11.5, and E12.5 and performed co-cultures with OP-9

for 3 or 4 days. We did not detect engraftment after OP-9 co-cul-

ture with cytokines (Figure S7B). This result suggests that he-

matopoietic progenitors may be pushed to differentiate in the

culture conditions employed, and activation of a critical signaling

pathway(s) may be required to maintain self-renewal of in vitro

generated HSPCs. Notch signaling is essential for the specifica-

tion of HSC and definitive hematopoiesis (Kumano et al., 2003;

Marcelo et al., 2013). During development, close contact be-

tween Notch signal-emitting cells and precursors is essential

for successful HSC specification and maturation (Clements

et al., 2011; Kobayashi et al., 2014). We hypothesized that

providing aNotch signal in vitro would confer engraftment poten-

tial to PS34CD45� cells. To test this, we isolated PS34CD45�

cells from E12.5 placentas and performed 4-day co-cultures

on gelatin-coated dishes, OP-9 or OP9-DL1 cells, which express

the Notch ligand Delta1 (Figures 7D, S7C, and S7D). Twelve

weeks after transplantation into Rag2�/�/IL2Rgc mice, we de-

tected a large population of B and T cells in peripheral blood

only when PS34CD45� cells were co-cultured with OP9-DL1

(Figures 7E, upper panel, and 7F). The populations of B and

T cells are maintained in the peripheral blood for up to 8 months

after transplantation (Figure 7E). We next asked if cells derived

from PS34CD45� cells reestablish an HSPC compartment in

the bone marrow and maintain self-renewal. To address this,

we sacrificed transplanted mice at 14 weeks and isolated puri-

fied HSCs (LSKCD48�CD150+) from bone marrow and trans-

planted secondary Rag2�/�/IL2Rgc mice. We first confirmed

that both the spleen and bone marrow of transplanted mice con-

tained populations of B and T cells at 14 weeks (Figure 7F, lower

panel). At 8 months after secondary transplantation, we could

still detect B and T lymphocytes in peripheral blood, bone

marrow, and spleen of these animals (Figures 7E and 7G). These

results demonstrate that the PS34CD45� phenotypemarks early

precursors of bona fide HSCs, and that Notch signaling is crucial

for a productive EHT in vitro. In summary, based on the pheno-

type and gene expression data from our previous in vitro pro-

gramming studies (Pereira et al., 2013), we have identified and

characterized in detail HSC precursor cells.

DISCUSSION

In developmental hematopoiesis, there is no surface marker

definition for the precursor cells to HE. CD34 is not expressed

(or at low levels) in LT-HSC from bone marrow and fetal liver

(Gekas et al., 2005; Osawa et al., 1996; Sanchez et al., 1996)

but is highly expressed in HSCs from the placenta, AGM (Gekas

et al., 2005; Kumano et al., 2003; Sanchez et al., 1996), and

in repopulating cells from E9.5 yolk sacs (Yoder et al., 1997).

CD34 is also expressed in the HE derived from human PSCs
opmental Cell 36, 525–539, March 7, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier Inc. 535



(Nakajima-Takagi et al., 2013; Sturgeon et al., 2014). The Ly6a

gene that encodes the Sca1 antigen is expressed before HSC

emergence in the dorsal aorta and is a marker of definitive but

not primitive HE (Chen et al., 2011; Ling et al., 2004). Placental

and embryonic HPs are also marked by the expression of the

Prom1 gene. In humans, Prom1 is a marker for endothelial

progenitor cells and HSCs. Indeed, it has been shown that a

CD34+PROM1+ population from human umbilical cord blood

can give rise to endothelial and hematopoietic cells (Wu et al.,

2007). In the mouse, however, Prom1 is not expressed in

LT-HSCs isolated from bone marrow (Arndt et al., 2013). We

showed that Prom1 expression rapidly declines during EHT

allowing the exclusion of specified, mature HSPCs. These three

markers showed peak expression in PS34CD45�cKit� cells, in

which we also detected other genes previously implicated in

HE or hemogenic programming (Sox17, Scl, Podxl, Kitl, cFos,

Gata2) (Clarke et al., 2013; Pereira et al., 2013). Runx1 and

Gfi1b, critical genes during EHT (Lancrin et al., 2012; Swiers

et al., 2013), were only detected at low levels, implying that

PS34CD45� cells represent early-stage HPs. Furthermore,

along with the expression of endothelial markers, we detected

the expression of CD49f, an antigen identified in induced HPs

(Pereira et al., 2013) and human HSCs (Notta et al., 2011).

CD49f is expressed in both PS34 and emergent HSPCs. Taken

together, these data highlight the relevance of the phenotype

defined by Prom1, Sca1, and CD34 for the prospective isolation

of early definitive HPs in vivo.

In the E10.5–E11.5 AGM region, two types of HSC precursors

that sequentially develop into HSCs have been described: type I

pre-HSCs (VE-caderin+CD45�CD41low) and type II pre-HSCs

(VE-cadherin+CD45+) (Rybtsov et al., 2011; Taoudi et al.,

2008). In the E9.5 mouse embryo, an earlier HSC precursor

(pro-HSC, VE-cadherin+CD45�CD41lowCD43�) that is SCF

dependent has also been described (Rybtsov et al., 2014). A

Runx1 23GFP reporter in combination with VE-cadherin was

used to isolate HE cells (Swiers et al., 2013). As suggested by

the genome-wide gene expression data and the activity of the

23GFP reporter, PS34 cells represent an earlier precursor, where

hematopoietic markers such as CD45, CD41, and Runx1 are not

highly expressed. Indeed, Prom1+ cells are embedded in the

endothelial layer, and cells with hematopoietic morphology ex-

pressing Prom1 were rarely detected by immunofluorescence.

Placental PS34 cells are derived from embryonic tissue and

located in the vascular labyrinth at the maternal-fetal interface,

in agreement with previous reports on placental HSCs (Gekas

et al., 2005; Ottersbach and Dzierzak, 2005; Rhodes et al.,

2008). It will be interesting to investigate the maternal and fetal

factors (Rossant and Cross, 2001) that affect the specification

and maturation of HPs into HSCs. Defining such factors may

facilitate the efficient maturation of hemogenic cells in vitro.

We show that a co-culture step with OP9 supplemented with

cytokines allows the specification of HPs into definitive HSPCs

with myeloid and lymphoid clonogenic activity. The activation

of the Notch pathway (by co-culture with OP9-DL1) endows se-

rial transplantation capacity in Rag2/IL2Rgc mutant mice, high-

lighting the role of Notch and a permissive environment for pre-

cursor cell maturation (Hadland et al., 2015). We show that the

transcripts for the adhesion molecule F11r (also known as

Jam1a) (Kobayashi et al., 2014) and the TFs Foxc2 (Jang et al.,
536 Developmental Cell 36, 525–539, March 7, 2016 ª2016 Elsevier
2015) and Hes1 (Bertrand et al., 2010b) are upregulated both in

placental PS34 cells and programmed hemogenic cells. Interest-

ingly, in zebrafish, Notch-dependent Gata2b expression within

the hemogenic cell compartment is required to initiate Runx1

expression (Butko et al., 2015), supporting the notion that

Gata2 functions in HPs before Runx1 (Ditadi et al., 2015). The

ability to isolate HPs in large quantities from developing pla-

centas and subsequently mature them in vitro into functional

HSPCs provides an opportunity to dissect EHT and stem cell

generation. Using this system, it will be interesting to address

the impact of inflammatory signals (Li et al., 2014), Wnt ligands

(Ruiz-Herguido et al., 2012), and other substrates as well as sol-

uble factors on HPmaturation and the establishment of stem cell

self-renewal.

Our PS34 dataset and integrative analysis between pro-

grammed precursors and in vivo precursor cells provides a

stringent signature for HP cells. By integrating the two datasets,

we eliminate concerns of contamination with other cell types

(ex vivo isolation) and also aberrant gene activation from TF over-

expression. Our data show that programmed precursors from

fibroblasts and placental PS34CD45�cKit� cells are strikingly

similar and correlate with 23GFP+ cells from AGM. This gener-

ated signature can be used to test the relevance of specific path-

ways (such as integrin signaling, epithelial to mesenchymal tran-

sition, angiogenesis, cytoskeletal regulation by Rho GTPases,

Netrin signaling, and others) for HP specification. We provide

our full dataset and analysis in Table S2. It will be interesting to

assess the role of individual or a combination of genes enriched

in HP clusters during EHT and stem cell generation (e.g.,

Aldh7a1, Cxcl12, Kitl, Sema3c, Par6b, Wnt7a, Vcam1). HP line-

age divergence from endothelium may occur before extensive

formation of intra-aortic clusters (Rybtsov et al., 2011; Swiers

et al., 2013). The enrichment of angiogenesis, migration and

adhesion-related genes in PS34CD45� cells also suggests that

HP cells do not represent a cohort of mature endothelium but

more likely a different lineage with endothelial features that is

committed to the hematopoietic route (Ditadi et al., 2015). This

result is also supported by the recent implication of cell migration

as a feature of HPs in zebrafish (Kobayashi et al., 2014) and

Runx1 targets in mice (Lie et al., 2014).

In summary, we used information generated during direct pro-

gramming into hemogenic cells (Pereira et al., 2013) to provide

insights into the specification of HSCs in the placenta and

AGM. Direct cell reprogramming is therefore not only a method-

ology for generating specific cell types but also can provide the

minimal TF network to kick start the specification of cell identity

and cellular markers and phenotypes to clarify developmental

specification. This approach can be complementary to tradi-

tional developmental approaches especially in scenarios where

genetic studies might fail; for example, when genes functionally

compensate each other or due to the complexity of embryonic

tissue and spatial-temporal constraints. Previous studies of

AP-1 in HSC specification illustrate the advantage of this

approach. Deletion of cFos did not severely impair placental

HSCs (Ottersbach and Dzierzak, 2005). However, cFos overex-

pression was absolutely required for hemogenesis from fibro-

blasts (Pereira et al., 2013) or the homologous gene FOSB,

from human ECs (Sandler et al., 2014). In light of the recent impli-

cation of inflammatory pathways as major players during HSC
Inc.



specification (Li et al., 2014), it would be interesting to investigate

the link between AP-1 activation, NF-kB, and inflammation (Lin-

nemann et al., 2011; Natoli, 2010).

Collectively, our results show that Prom1, Sca1, and CD34

mark HP cells. These precursors can be matured to serially en-

grafting HSCs in vivo. Our results support the view that HP line-

age divergence is an early developmental event and underscore

the requirement of Notch activation for their maturation into func-

tional HSCs. These studies provide an in vitro platform for the

molecular dissection of definitive EHT and HSC emergence.

The derived gene expression platform will work both ways, sug-

gesting new ways to improve in vitro hematopoietic reprogram-

ming. Taken together, our studies suggest that both processes

will provide insights into the expansion of HSCs from both re-

programmed and donor/patient-derived HSCs for clinical trans-

plant and regenerative medicine.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Mice and Placental Cell Isolation

C57BL/6 pregnant mice (The Jackson Laboratory) were used to dissect pla-

centas between E10.5 and E12.5. The day of copulation plug was regarded

as E0.5. Double-transgenic (designated 34/H2BGFP) placentas were derived

from crosses of individual transgenic CD34tTA (Dan Tenen, Harvard) and

TetO-H2BGFP (The Jackson Laboratory) mouse lines that had been back-

crossed to C57BL/6J over 12 generations (Qiu et al., 2014). B10; B6-

Rag2tm1Fwa Il2rgtm1Wjl (Rag2�/�/IL2Rgc) mice were purchased from Taconic

(model 4111). Congenic B6.SJL-Ptprca Pepcb/BoyJ (SJL) mice were pur-

chased from The Jackson Laboratory, bred, and maintained in house. Pla-

centas were dissected and separated from the umbilical cord and maternal

decidua. Tissues were kept on ice, washed in PBS, dissociated mechanically

through an 18G needle, and treated with 0.2% collagenase type I (Sigma) in

PBS with 20% fetal bovine serum (Benchmark) for 1.5 hr at 37�C, followed

by passages through 20G and 25G needles. Single-cell suspensions were

filtered through 70-mmcell strainers (BD Falcon). Placentas from the same litter

were combined for cell isolation. Animal experiments and procedures were

approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and conducted

in accordance with the Animal Welfare Act.

mRNA-Seq Library Preparation, Sequencing, and Analysis

Cells isolated by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) were lysed in Trizol

(Ambion) and total RNA extracted by ethanol precipitation. RNA from each

sample was used for library preparation with the TruSeq RNA Sample Prepa-

ration Kit v2 (Illumina). A common adapter was used for all samples and bar-

code sequences present in the reverse primer were introduced by 12–26 cy-

cles of amplification. Each library was quantified by PCR using a library

quantification kit for Illumina sequencing platforms (KAPA) and equimolar

amounts of each barcoded library were mixed and single-end sequenced on

an Illumina HiSeq 2500 Sequencing System. For each sample �9–25 million

100-nt reads were obtained, pre-processed and aligned to the mouse genome

(Mus musculus mm9 assembly) as previously described (Pereira et al., 2013).

PS34CD45� and HSPCs were sorted and collected. Single-cell cDNA synthe-

sis was performed following the manufacturer’s instructions using the C1 Sin-

gle-Cell Auto Prep System (Fluidigm). Additional analytical details are provided

in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

Cell Culture, Hemogenic Assays, and Colony-Forming Assays

For hemogenic assays, placental-derived PS34CD45� cells were cultured

in gelatin-coated dishes. For cobblestone forming assays, PS34CD45� cells

were plated on irradiated AFT024 feeder cells. Cultures were maintained in

MyeloCult media (M5300; Stem Cell Technologies) supplemented with hydro-

cortisone (10�6 M; Stem Cell Technologies) and 100 ngml�1 SCF, 100 ngml�1

Flt3L, 20 ngml�1 IL-3, 10 ngml�1 TPO, and 20 ngml�1 IL-6 (R&D). To generate

clonogenic progenitors, PS34CD45� cells were co-cultured with live OP9

cells for 4 days without cytokines or in the presence of 100 ng ml�1 SCF,
Devel
100 ng ml�1 Flt3L, 20 ng ml�1 IL-3, 10 ng ml�1 TPO, and 20 ng ml�1 IL-6.

PS34CD45� cells were also co-cultured on gelatin, OP-9, and OP9-DL1 cells

for 4 days in the presence of 50 ng ml�1 SCF, 20 ng ml�1 Flt3L, and 50 ng ml�1

IL-3 and then transplanted. Experimental details for immunofluorescence,

FACS sorting, cell culture, transplantation assays, and other assays are pro-

vided in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

Statistical Analysis

Comparisons among groups were performed by one-way ANOVA followed

by Tukey-Kramer multiple comparison test with GraphPad Prism 5 software.

p values are shown when relevant (*p < 0.05; **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001).

ACCESSION NUMBERS

mRNA-Seq data are deposited in the Gene Expression Omnibus database

under accession number GEO: GSE54574.
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Figure S4, related to Figure 6. Prom1-positive cells during mid-gestation contribute to adult myeloid and lymphoid 
lineages. Homozygous Prom1-CreERT2 mice were crossed with R26StopYFP mice and Cre recombinase was 
activated with 4-hydroxytamoxifen at E10.5. The progeny were analyzed by flow cytometry for the presence of YFP 
positive hematopoietic cells. 

Figure S5, related to Figure 7. PS34 Cells Generate Mixed Colonies in vitro after co-cultures with OP-9 that 
Contain Megakaryocytes, Granulocytes, Functional Macrophages and Definitive Erythroblasts. 

Figure S6, related to Figure 7. PS34 Cells Generate B and T cell precursors after Co-culture with OP-9DL1 cells. 

Figure S7, related to Figure 7. PS34 Cells Do Not Directly Engraft Adult Mice. E10.5 to E12.5 placentas were 
dissociated and PS34 cells isolated and transplanted into congenic or immunodeficient mice. 

Table S1, related to Figure 2D. Numbers of Placental-derived Cells Tested in Methylcellulose Colony Forming 
Assays. 

Table S2, related to Figures 4 and 5. mRNA-seq data and analyses. 

Table S3, related to Figure 5. Top 30 Functional Annotation Clusters in HPs and HSPCs. 

Table S4, related to Figures 3 and 5. Frequency of cells positive for endothelial and trophoblastic markers. 
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Supplemental Figures 
 

 

 
Figure S1. PS34 Cells Express Endothelial and Hematopoietic Markers, Related to Figure 2. (A) E10.5 and (B) 
E12.5 placentas were isolated and dissociated to a single cell suspension and analyzed. Prom1-Sca1-CD34- cells are 
displayed for the expression of CD49f, CD31, CD105, VeCad, Tie2, CD41 and cKit as a control for the data 
displayed in Figure 2.  



 
 

 



 
 

Figure S2. mRNA-Seq Profiling Supporting Data, Expression of Surface Markers, Transcription Factors and 
Gene Set Enrichment Analysis, Related to Figure 4. (A) Hemogenic PS34 cells from E10.5 and E12.5 placentas 
were fractioned into CD45-cKit-, CD45-cKit+ and CD45+cKit+ populations (upper panels). HSPCs 
(CD45+cKit+CD34+) and mature blood cells (CD45+cKit-CD34-) were also sorted as controls (lower panels). (B) 
Global gene-expression levels were profiled by mRNA-seq (biological replicates: 1, 2 and 3). Heatmap shows the 
expression of endothelial and hematopoietic cell surface markers. Red indicates increased expression, whereas blue 
indicates decreased expression over the mean. (C) Heatmap showing the expression of transcription factors 
associated with HSC biology. Unsupervised hierarchical clustering was applied. Transcriptions factors are grouped 
according to the stage of endothelial-to-hematopoietic transition. Early, intermediate and late groups are highlighted. 
Gene expression data were analyzed by Cluster 3.0 and displayed by Treeview. Red indicates increased expression, 
whereas blue indicates decreased expression over the mean. The hemogenic programming transcription factors 
Gata2, cFos, Gfi1b and Etv6 are highlighted in red. (D) Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) for hemogenic 
PS34CD45-cKit- cells and HSPCs. Gene-expression lists were analyzed for enrichment of gene sets present in the 
Molecular Signatures Database (MSigDB; 1,888 gene sets, gene size 0-5,000). Gene sets are ordered according to 
the normalized enrichment score (NES) and the grey horizontal bar shows the enrichment cut-off (FDR = 0.25). 
Orange lines highlight the labelled gene sets. 



 
 

 



 
 

Figure S3. mRNA-Seq Integration Supporting Data, Clustering Methods, Pathways and Gene Ontologies, 
Related to Figure 5. (A) K-means clustering of integrated data reveals 10 clusters of genes enriched in hemogenic 
cells (cluster 1-6) and HSPCs (cluster 7-10). Red indicates increased expression and green decreased expression 
relative to the mean. (B) Pathway enrichment analysis was performed on the genes enriched in the HSPCs clusters 
using Panther software (www.pantherdb.org). The pathways enriched in the HSPC clusters and corresponding P 
values are shown. (C) Integration of the two independent clustering methods used: k-means clustering and co-
expression clustering. The figure shows the co-expression network overlayed with the genes identified by k-means 
clustering. k-means main gene clusters for HP (cluster 3, 4 and 6) and HSPCs (cluster 9 and 10) map to the clusters 
identified by the co-expression network. (D, E) HP and HSPCs gene clusters were analyzed for gene-list enrichment 
with gene-set libraries created from ENCODE transcription factor Chip-Seq (D) and level 4 of the MGI mouse 
phenotype ontology (E). Enriched terms are highlighted and brightness represents increasingly significant P values. 
(F) Gene ontology (biological process, cellular component and molecular function) was performed on the HE and 
HSPCs gene clusters using DAVID clustered functional analysis and displayed by REVIGO (revigo.irb.hr). 
Treemaps show the main categories of enrichment and the box sizes represent the respective P values. Treemaps for 
HP (left panels) and HSPCs (right panels) can be directly compared. 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Supplementary Figure S4, related to Figure 6. Prom1-positive cells during mid-gestation contribute to adult 
myeloid and lymphoid lineages. (A) Homozygous Prom1-CreERT2 mice (Zhu et al, 2009) were crossed with 
R26StopYFP mice (Cooley et al, 2014). Cre recombinase was activated with an intraperitoneal maternal injection 
(IP) of 4-hydroxytamoxifen (TAM) at E10.5. (B) The progeny were analyzed by flow cytometry for the presence of 
YFP positive cells in the peripheral blood of the progeny at 2 months of age. (C) YFP-positive and YFP-negative 
cells were analyzed for the expression of the myeloid (Gr1 and Mac1) and lymphoid (CD19, CD4 and CD8) 
markers. (D) YFP-positive from mice at 15 months of age were analyzed for the expression of the myeloid (Gr1 and 
Mac1), lymphoid (B220, CD4 and CD8) and erythroid (Ter119) markers. (E) Bone marrow analyses of 15-month 
old mice for the presence of granulocyte-macrophage progenitors (GMP), common myeloid progenitors (CMP) and 
megakaryocyte-erythroid progenitors (MEP).  
  



 
 

 
 

Figure S5. PS34 Cells Generate Mixed Colonies that Contain Megakaryocytes, Granulocytes, Functional 
Macrophages and Definitive Erythroblasts, Related to Figure 7. E12.5 placental PS34CD45- cells and HSPCs as 
controls were co-cultured (CC) with OP-9 in the presence of cytokines for 4 days and then transferred to myeloid 
CFU medium (MC) for 7 days. (A) Flow analyses show that generated CD45+ cells contain CD41+ cells that do not 
express the progenitor marker cKit. (B) Morphological analyses show multinucleated megakaryocytes generated 
from PS34 CD45- cells contained in CFU mixed colonies. (C) Flow analyses of colonies for the granulocyte marker 
(Gr-1) and the macrophage marker (Mac1) in HSPC-derived (red line) and PS34CD45- derived (green line) 
colonies. (D) Morphological analyses of mixed colonies show granulocytes (upper panels) and macrophages (lower 
panels) derived from PS34CD45- cells. (E) Gated Mac1+ cells derived from PS34CD45- cells (green line) or 
HSPCs (red line) are able to phagocytose FITC-coupled latex beads. The black lines represent no beads control. The 
right panel shows MAC1 sorted cells with engulfed beads in the cytoplasm (green). (F) Mixed colonies contain 
Ter119+ erythroblasts. (G) Ter119+ cells derived from HSPCs and PS34CD45- cells were sorted and analyzed by 
mRNA-Seq. The panel shows the β-globin gene cluster (Chromosome 7, qE3) with aligned reads (black bars). 
Ter119+ cells express the adult mouse globin genes Hbb-b1 and Hbb-b2 but not the embryonic Hbb-bh1, Hbb-bh2 
and Hbb-γ. 



 
 

 



 
 

Figure S6. PS34 Cells Generate B and T cell precursors In Vitro After Co-culture, Related to Figure 7. (A) 
E12.5 PS34CD45- cells were co-cultured with OP-9 or OP-9-DL1 in the presence of SCF, Flt3l and IL-7 for 15 
days. Table shows cell numbers at day 0 and day 15 of co-culture. (B) At day 15 OP-9 co-cultures were collected 
and cultured in B-cell methylcellulose. FACS analysis shows the generation of CD19+B220+ B cells (CD45+ gated) 
derived from PS34CD45- (upper panel) or HSPCs (lower panel). (C) B cell colonies were counted after 7 days 
(mean ± SD, n=3). (D) The potential to generate T-lymphocytes was tested in co-cultures with OP9-DL1 cells in the 
presence of SCF, Flt3l and IL-7 for 15-25 days. FACS analyses at day 15 show the emergence of CD44+CD25+ T-
cell precursors (left panels) and CD4+CD8+ T cells at day 25 (right panels). (E) Shows the percentage of 
CD4+CD8+ and CD44+CD25+ cells (CD4-CD8- gated) at day 15 (left panel) and day 25 (right panel) (mean ± SD, 
n=3). (F) B and T cell precursors at day 15 were injected into RAG2/IL2rγ immunodeficient mice. After 4 weeks 
peripheral blood of recipient mice was analyzed by flow cytometry for mature, single positive B and T cells. (G) 
The percentages of single positive CD4+, CD8+ and B220+CD19+ cells in peripheral blood are displayed (mean ± 
SD, n=2). (H) FACS analysis for the expression of CD3 in T cells derived from PS34CD45- cells after 25 days of 
co-culture (left panel) or from peripheral blood of transplanted RAG2/IL2rγ immunodeficient mice (right panel). (I) 
CD4+ and CD8+ T-cells were sorted from spleen, bone marrow and peripheral blood of recipient RAG2/IL2rγ 
immunodeficient mice, activated in the presence of IL-2 and assayed for the secretion of IL-5, IL-4, INF-γ and TNF-
α using a cytometric bead array (mean ± SD, n=2).  



 
 

 



 
 

Figure S7. PS34 Cells Do Not Directly Engraft Adult Mice, Related to Figure 7. (A) E10.5 and E12.5 placentas 
were dissociated and PS34 cells isolated and fractioned in CD45-cKit-, CD45-cKit+ and CD45+cKit+. Freshly 
isolated cells were injected into SJL (congenic CD45.1 mice) intravenously. Whole placentas (0.33 embryo 
equivalents) were used as a control. After 1, 3 and 8 months CD45.2 and CD45.1 cells in peripheral blood were 
analyzed by flow cytometry. Graphs show the percentage of CD45.2 single positive cells at any given time point. 
The lines represent engraftment in individual mice. (B) E10.5, E11.5 and E12.5 placentas were dissociated and 
PS34CD45- cells were isolated and co-cultured with OP-9 cells in the presence of cytokines for 4 days. Co-cultures 
were dissociated and transplanted into SJL mice intravenously. After 1, 3 and 8 months CD45.2 and CD45.1 cells in 
peripheral blood were analyzed by flow cytometry. (C) E12.5 placentas were dissociated and PS34CD45- cells 
isolated and cultured in gelatin-coated dishes or co-cultured with OP-9 cells in the presence of cytokines for 4 days. 
Co-cultures were dissociated and transplanted intravenously into RAG2/IL2rγ immunodeficient mice. After 12 
weeks the presence of B (CD19+) and T (CD4+/CD8+) cells in peripheral blood was analyzed by flow cytometry. 
(D) The number of B and T cells in peripheral blood was followed periodically until 8 months post-transplant. WP, 
whole placentas; ee, embryo equivalent; C.C., co-culture. 
  



 
 

Supplemental Tables 
 
 
Table S1. Numbers of Placental-derived Cells Tested in Methylcellulose Colony Forming Assays, Related to 
Figure 7A. 

 E10.5 E12.5 

 PS34CD45- PS34CD45+ PS34CD45- PS34CD45+ HSPCs MBCs 
Exp. 1 1622 (2ee) 525 (2ee) 1124 (2ee) 751 (2ee) 1613 (0.3ee) 10133 (0.3ee) 
Exp. 2 5222 (2ee) 2250 (2ee) 2057 (2ee) 895 (2ee) 1820 (0.3ee) 13146 (0.3ee) 
Exp. 3   7545 (3ee) 798 (3ee)   

ee, embryo equivalent; HSPCs, hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells; MBCs, mature blood cells. 
 
 
 
Table S3. Top 30 Functional Annotation Clusters in HPs and HSPCs, Related to Figure 5. 

Cluster ES HPs (326 clusters) ES HSPCs (334 clusters) 

1 10.2 Cytoskeleton 26.9 Lysosome 
2 8.19 Embryonic Development 13 Inflammatory response 
3 7.42 Actin-Binding 12.6 Innate Immunity 
4 6.52 PDZ Domains 10.9 PH domain 
5 6.37 Adherens Junction 10.5 Lymphocyte activation 
6 5.92 Tight Junction 8.72 Membrane lipid metabolic process 
7 5.64 Cell Adhesion 8.48 Endocytosis 
8 5.42 Cytoskeleton Organization 7.9 Vesicle 
9 4.76 Cell Motion 6.73 Activation of immune system 

10 4.68 Embryonic Morphogenesis 6.62 GTPase regulator activity 
11 4.28 Microtubule 6.06 Regulation of chemokine production 
12 4.15 Endoplasmic Reticulum 5.72 Cell chemotaxis 
13 4.14 Tube Morphogenesis 5.23 T cell activation 
14 3.94 SH3 Domain 5.15 Adaptive immune response 
15 3.78 Angiogenesis/Cell Motion 5.08 Regulation of apoptosis 
16 3.73 PH Domain 4.73 Apoptosis 
17 3.7 Actomyosin 4.35 NF-kappaB transcriptional activity 
18 3.61 Negative Regulation of Cell 

Differentiation 
4.28 Cell membrane 

19 3.48 LIM Domain 4.25 Interleukin-6 production 
20 3.48 Chaperone 4.19 GTPase activation 
21 3.31 GTPase regulator activity 3.94 ATP metabolic process 
22 3.27 ATP binding 3.93 SH2 domain 
23 3.26 Skeletal System Morphogenesis 3.88 ATP binding 
24 3.05 CRIB Domain 3.86 Late endosome 
25 2.78 Signalosome 3.74 Lymphocyte homeostasis 
26 2.75 Small GTPase regulator activity 3.67 Regulation of adaptive immune 

response 
27 2.73 Apoptosis 3.57 Lipid binding 
28 2.66 Protein Stabilization 3.55 SH3 domain 
29 2.64 Regulation of cell morphogenesis 3.55 Blood Cell Homeostasis 
30 2.53 Protein folding 3.54 SH3 domain binding 

Gene Ontology Functional Annotation Clustering performed in DAVID. Complete lists can be found in Table S2. ES, 
Enrichment Score. 
 
 



 
 

 
 
Table S4. Frequency of cells positive for endothelial and trophoblastic markers, Related to Figure 3 and 5. 

Gene E10.5 PS34 (48) E12.5 PS34 (48) E12.5 HSPCs (48) 

CD34 47 (98%) 48 (100%) 43 (90%) 
CD31/Pecam1 47 (98%) 47 (98%) 24 (50%) 

Krt7 4 (8%) 2 (4%) 2 (4%) 
Krt19 7 (15%) 2 (4%) 1 (2%) 
Krt17 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 
Hand1 1 (2%) 2 (4%) 0 (0%) 

COUPTF/Nr2f1 1 (2%) 1 (2%) 0 (0%) 
Efnb2 46 (96%) 39 (81%) 2 (4%) 

Positive FPKM >1; Negative FPKM <1 
 
 
 

 
  



 
 

Supplemental Experimental Procedures 
 
 
Primary Antibodies Used in This Study 

Antibody/Antigen Clone Conjugate Source 

CD133 (Prom1) 13A4 APC, Biotin, PE eBioscience 

Ly-6A/E (Sca1) D7 Pacific Blue,  
APC-CY7 

Biolegend 

CD34 RAM34 Alexa Fluor 700 eBioscience 

CD45 30-F11 PE, APC-CY7, APC BD Pharmingen 

CD49f GoH3 PE BD Pharmingen 

CD31 (PECAM-1) 390 PE eBioscience 

CD105 MJ7/18 PE eBioscience 

CD144 (VE-CAD) eBioBV13 APC eBioscience 

CD202b (Tie2) TEK4 PE eBioscience 

CD41 eBioMWReg30 APC eBioscience 

CD117 (c-Kit) 2B8 PE, APC eBioscience, Biolegend 

CD45.1 A20 APC BD Pharmingen 

CD45.2 104 PE Biolegend 

Ter119 (Ly-76) TER-119 FITC, Biotin BD Pharmingen, 
eBioscience 

CD4 GK1.5 PE-CY5, PE-CY7 eBioscience 

CD8a 53-6.7 PE-CY5, APC eBioscience 

CD44 IM7 PE BD Pharmingen 

CD25 eBio3C7 eFluor 450 eBioscience 

CD19 eBio1D3 PE-CY7 eBioscience 

CD45R (B220) RA3-6B2 FITC, Biotin eBioscience 

CD3e (CD3 ε chain) 145-2C11 FITC, Biotin BD Pharmingen, 
eBioscience 

CD11b (Mac1) M1/70 APC-CY7, Biotin Biolegend, eBioscience 

Ly-6G/Ly-6C (Gr-1) RB6-8C5 APC-CY7, APC, Biotin Biolegend, eBioscience 

CD150 TC15-12F12.2 PE-CY7 Biolegend 

CD48 HM48-1 Biotin Biolegend 

CD16/CD32 (FcyRIII) 93 PE-CY7 eBioscience 

 
 
34/H2BGFP Mouse Embryo Genotyping  
To identify double and single transgenic embryos (and corresponding placentas) the embryonic head was removed 
and used for genotyping with the following primers: GFP 5'-AGCTGACCCTGAAGTTCATCTG, GFP 3'-
GTCGGCCATGATATAGACGTTG and hCD34 5'-AGAAGAGATGAGGTGTGAGGAT, hCD34 3'-
GGATCCACAAGAATGAGCATGTA.  

 



 
 

AFT024, OP-9 and OP-9-DL1 Stromal Cell culture 
The AFT024 cell line was cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM, Invitrogen) containing 10% 
fetal bovine serum (FBS; Benchmark), 1mM L-Glutamine and penicillin/streptomycin (10 µgml-1; Invitrogen) at 
32°C and mitotically inactivated by irradiation as previously described (Moore et al., 1997). The OP-9 and OP-9-
DL1 cell lines were cultured in Minimum Essential Medium (MEM) Alpha (Gibco) containing 20% fetal bovine 
serum (FBS; Hyclone), 1mM L-Glutamine and penicillin/streptomycin (10 µgml-1; Invitrogen) in 5% CO2 at 37ºC. 
OP-9 and OP-9-DL1 were never allowed to reach 100% confluency. 

Methylcelulose clonogenic assays 
Clonogenic progenitors were assayed in 1% methylcellulose media (Methocult M3434, Stem Cell Technologies) 
supplemented with TPO (10 ngml−1). Hematopoietic colonies were scored and counted after 7-10 days of culture in 
5% CO2 at 37ºC. CFU-Mix, CFU-GM, CFU-G, CFU-M and CFU-E were identified. 

B and T-cell in vitro differentiation assays 
For B and T-cell differentiation assays the OP-9 and OP9-DL1 stromal cell lines were respectively used. 
PS34CD45- cells were sorted and cultured in Minimum Essential Medium (MEM) Alpha (Gibco) containing 20% 
fetal bovine serum (FBS; Hyclone), 1mM L-Glutamine and penicillin/streptomycin (10 µgml-1; Invitrogen) in the 
presence of 10 ngml−1 SCF, 10 ngml−1 Flt3L and 10 ngml−1 IL-7 (R&D) in 5% CO2 at 37ºC. Cells were passaged 
1:3-1:6 onto a fresh layer (70% confluent) of live OP-9 or OP-9DL1 cells every 4 days using TrypLE Express 
(Gibco). At day 15 one well of a 6-well plate from OP-9 co-cultures were collected and cultured in B-cell 
methylcellulose M3630 medium (Stem Cell Technologies). Colony number was determined 7 days later. To 
increase the maturation of differentiated lymphocytes in vitro the cytokine concentration was reduced at day 15 of 
differentiation to 1 ngml−1 SCF, 1 ngml−1 Flt3L and 1 ngml−1 IL-7 (R&D). Cells were analyzed by flow cytometry 
until day 25. 
 
Immunofluorescence 
Detection of CD45 after hemogenic cell culture was done directly on 6-well plates (gelatin-coated or with AFT024 
feeder layer) under an inverted microscope. For live staining, phycoerythrin (PE)-conjugated sterile rat monoclonal 
antibodies against CD45 were used at a 1:100 dilution. Emergent colonies were washed twice with PBS5% FBS to 
remove unbound antibody. For detection of Prom1/CD133 in tissues, whole E10.5, E11.5 and E12.5 placentas and 
E13.5 fetal livers were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde/PBS for 3 hours at 4ºC and equilibrated in 30% sucrose/PBS 
overnight at 4ºC. To facilitate O.C.T. (Optimal Cutting Temperature Solution, Tissue-Tek) penetration half of the 
sucrose solution was removed and replaced with O.C.T for 2 hours at 4ºC and transfer to 100% O.C.T. for 2 hours at 
room temperature. Placentas were cut in half, frozen in dry ice and 10 µm sections were prepared using a cryotome 
and deposited on slides. After cryosectioning, tissues were treated in 100% cold acetone for 10 min, washed with 
wash buffer (PBS, 0.2% BSA, 0.05% Tween20), blocked with blocking buffer (PBS, 2.5% BSA, 0.05% Tween20 
and 10% normal goat serum) for 30 min, washed three times, blocked with Biotin blocking solution (Vector 
Laboratories) for 15 min, and washed three times. Subsequently, sections were incubated with biotinylated 
antibodies for Prom1/CD133 (1:100 dilution) at room temperature for 2 hr, washed three times, incubated with 
Streptavidin-Alexa488 (Molecular Probes) for 45 min, washed three times, dehydrated in ethanol (from 70% to 
100%), and mounted with Vectashield (Vector Laboratories) containing 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, 1 
µg/mL, Sigma). Antibodies were diluted in blocking buffer. Cells and tissues were visualized on a Leica DMI4000 
microscope and processed with Leica software and Adobe Photoshop. 
 
Cell Isolation, FACS Sorting and Analysis 
For isolating PS34 CD45- cell populations, placentas were dissociated to single cells, resuspended in PBS5% FBS 
and stained with PB-Sca1, APC-Prominin1/CD133, Alexa700-CD34, APCCY7-CD45 and PE-cKit. All antibodies 
were used at 1:100 dilution in PBS 5% FBS (Benchmark) with Normal Rat Serum (Thermo Scientific). 7-Amino-
Actinomycin D (7-AAD, BD) was added before analysis to exclude dead cells. Cell populations were isolated on an 
InFlux cell sorter or FACSAriaII (BD) and immediately lysed in Trizol (Ambion) for RNA extraction or used for in 
vitro culture. Flow cytometric analysis was performed on a 5-laser LSRII with Diva software (BD) and analyzed 
using FlowJo software (Tree Star).  
 
Flow cytometry analysis of AGM cell populations 
Embryos were collected, dissected and staged as described (Swiers et al., 2013). Aorta-Gonad-Mesonephros (AGM) 
regions were dissected together with vitelline and umbilical vessels. Flow cytometry analysis was performed as 



 
 

described (Swiers et al., 2013). Briefly, tissues were pooled and dissociated to a single cell suspension by 
collagenase digestion and pipetting. Cells were washed and stained at 4 ºC in the dark.  Dead cells were excluded by 
Hoechst 33258 uptake. Data was acquired using a Cyan ADP analyser (Beckman Coulter) and analysed using 
Summit (BC) software. 
 
Confocal Whole Mount Imaging 
Embryos were collected, staged and dissected as described (Swiers et al., 2013). Yolk sac, head, limbs and body 
walls from both sides were removed. Embryos were then fixed in a PFA 4% solution in PBS for 1 hour at 4 ºC and 
stored in methanol at -20ºC. Whole mount immuno-labeling was performed as described (Yokomizo et al., 2012). 
The following primary antibodies were used: Rabbit anti-GFP (Life Technologies), Goat anti-CD31 (R&D 
Systems), purified Rat anti-CD133/Prom1. Secondary antibodies used were Donkey anti-Rabbit conjugated with 
Alexa 488, Donkey anti-Rat conjugated with Alexa 594 and Donkey anti-Goat conjugated with Alexa 647 (all from 
Life Technologies). Samples were imaged on a Zeiss Examiner.Z1 microscope connected to a Zeiss LSM 780 
confocal module, using a 25x/0.8 DIC Imm Korr (UV) VIS-IR objective. Images were acquired using Zeiss Zen 
software. Data was analysed and 3D reconstruction were made using Imaris software (Bitplane). 
 
qRT-PCR of AGM cell populations 
Cells were collected and processed as described (Swiers et al., 2013). Microfluidic Quantitative RT-PCR was 
performed using the Fluidigm Biomark platform and data was analysed as described (Swiers et al., 2013). Data 
shown are the mean of 6 pools of 25-sorted cells from 2 independent biological experiments. 
 
T-Cell Cytokine Assay 
T-cells were isolated from Rag2/IL2rγ peripheral blood, spleen and bone marrow 4 weeks after transplantation with 
OP-DL1 co-cultured PS34CD45- or HSPCs. 2,000 CD3+CD4+/CD8+ T cells were FACS sorted and cultured in 
MEM Alpha (Gibco) in the presence of IL-2 (10 ngmL-1, R&D) and anti-CD3 and anti-CD28-coated beads (BD 
Dynabeads T-Activator). After 3 days, the supernatant was harvested and processed with the mouse Th1/Th2 
cytokine kit (BD Cytometric Bead Array) according to the manufacturer's instructions. LSRII flow cytometer (BD) 
was used for acquisition and data were analyzed using the FCAP array software (BD). Data show average of 
independent T-cell pools derived from 3 transplanted Rag2/IL2rγ deficient mice. 
 
Phagocytosis Assay 
Hematopoietic cells derived from PS34CD45- or HSPCs were differentiated on OP-9 feeder layers with cytokines 
and re-plated with 10 µL of 2.5% yellow-green fluorescent coupled solid latex beads, (carboxylate-modified 
polystyrene, Sigma). Sixteen hours later, cells were collected washed twice in PBS 5% FBS and stained with anti-
CD11b+ (Mac1+) antibody and analyzed by flow cytometry along with untreated cells. Mac1+ cells were sorted and 
deposited on slides by cytospin to confirm bead incorporation by immunofluorescence. DAPI (1 µg/mL, Sigma) was 
used to stain nuclei. 
 
Cytospin and Benzidine Staining 
3,000-100,000 cells were washed twice in cold 5% FBS in PBS and diluted in 200 µl of cold 1% FBS in PBS. The 
samples were loaded into the appropriate wells of the Cytospin centrifuge equipment. Samples were spun at 
500 r.p.m. for 3 min to allow cellular adherence to the slides. Slides were fixed and stained using DIFF Stain Kit 
(IMEB inc), followed by 10 min in PBS and a quick wash in distilled water. Slides were viewed on a Nikon Eclipse 
TE2000-U microscope and images acquired using Nikon ACT-1 software. For Benzidine staining of hemoglobin, 1 
tablet of 3,3’,5,5’-Tetramethylbenzidine (Sigma) was dissolved in 10 ml of PBS, filtered and supplemented with 
10 µl of 30% H2O2 before use. To directly stain mixed colonies in the methylcellulose media, 1 ml of staining 
solution was added and incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes. 
 
In vivo Maturation of T-Cells and Long-Term Repopulation Assays 
Rag2/IL2rγ (B10;B6-Rag2tm1Fwa Il2rgtm1Wjl, Taconic) and congenic SJL (B6.SJL-Ptprca Pepcb/BoyJ) mice were used 
as recipients for directly isolated placental cells or cells co-cultured with stromal cells. After 3-4 days of co-culture, 
cells were dissociated with Accutase Cell detachment solution (Innovative Cell Technologies). Animals were 
transplanted with cells intravenously by retro-orbital injection. Up to 6 hours before transplantation with placental-
derived cells Rag2/IL2rγ or SJL mice received a sublethal total body irradiation dose of 600 cGy. The number of 
cells transplanted per animal were in the range of 2-4 embryo equivalents cells per animal. Starting 4 weeks after 
transplantation, mice were bled on the orbital venous plexus and donor contribution was assessed by FACS with 



 
 

anti-CD45.1/CD45.2 (for SJL) and anti- CD19/CD4/CD8 (for Rag2/IL2rγ) antibodies. Red blood cells were lysed 
with Pharm Lyse Buffer (BD) for 5 min on ice. Dead cells were excluded by staining with 4,6-diamidino-2-
phenylindole (DAPI, 1 µg/mL, Sigma). 
 
Isolation of Tissues from Recipient Mouse and Isolation of HSCs from Bone Marrow. 
At the end of each experiment mice were sacrificed and peripheral blood, bone marrow (BM), and spleen of 
engrafted mice were further analyzed by FACS. The BM from primary recipients was used in secondary 
transplantation experiments. Total BM cells were harvested from long bones (tibias and femurs) by crushing with 
pestle and mortar in PBS supplemented with 5% FBS (Benchmark). Bone debris was filtered away with 70 µm cell 
strainers (BD). Red blood cells were lysed with Pharm Lyse Buffer (BD) for 5 min on ice and further filtered 
through 45 µm cell strainers to obtain a single-cell suspension. Dead cells were excluded by staining with 4,6-
diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, 1 µg/mL, Sigma). For HSC isolation, BM was harvested from the long bones and 
hips of primary transplant recipients as described. BM was depleted of lineage marker- (B220, CD3ε, Ter119, 
CD11b, Gr-1) and CD48-expressing cells via magnetic separation using a cocktail of biotinylated antibodies and 
streptavidin-coated magnetic beads (Dynabeads, Life Technologies). Lineage and CD48 depleted BM was then 
further stained for HSC markers prior to FACS sorting. Lineage-negative, CD48-negative, Sca-1-positive, cKit-
positive and CD150-positive (LSK48-150+) HSCs were sorted from engrafted primary mice. 1,300-2,000 LSK48-
150+ cells were transplanted per mouse for secondary transplantation assays. 
 
Lineage Tracing 
We crossed homozygous Prom1-CreERT2 mice (Zhu et al., 2009) with R26StopYFP mice (Cooley et al., 2014) and 
activated Cre with a 4-Hydroxytamoxifen (Sigma) injection (IP, 300 ng in 150µl per mouse) at E10.5. We analyzed 
the presence of YFP-positive cells in the peripheral blood of the progeny of injected and non-injected mice at 2 and 
15 months of age. Analysis of the bone marrow and spleen was performed at 15 months of age. As an additional 
control we injected 4-Hydroxytamoxifen (IP) in adult heterozygous mice (Prom1-CreERT2 x R26StopYFP) and 
verify the lack of YFP positive cells in the peripheral blood 2 months after injection. 
 
mRNA-seq Analysis 
Sequence read files were pre-processed with the FASTX-toolkit suite (http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/) for 
adapter trimming (ACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCT) and quality filtering.  Only reads >20nt 
were retained and aligned to the mouse genome (Mus musculus mm9 assembly) using TopHat v2.0.9 and v2.0.12 
mapper (Langmead et al., 2009; Trapnell et al., 2009; Trapnell et al., 2010). Transcript assembly and expression 
estimation was conducted with the Cufflinks package v2.1.1 and v2.2.1 (Roberts et al., 2011; Trapnell et al., 2012; 
Trapnell et al., 2010) for known transcripts using geometric library normalization to obtain gene FPKM report and 
differential expression tables (Table S2). Inter-sample FPKM expression correlation was conducted by Spearman 
correlation and hierarchical clustering and plotted via the R v3.1.0 statistical package. Principal component analysis 
(PCA) was performed on the sample FPKM values scaled to unit variance and zero centered, PC1 and PC2 were 
displayed in Rv3.1.0. Gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) (Subramanian et al., 2005) was performed using the 
gene FPKM output from Cufflinks for hemogenic precursors (E10.5_PS34cKit- and E12.5_PS34cKit-) and HSPC 
(E10.5_HSPCs and E12.5_HSPCs) sample classes and analysed against the Molecular Signatures Database version 
2.0 (Subramanian et al., 2005) curated gene sets and pathway gene sets assembled from the Netpath-annotated 
immune signaling pathways (Kandasamy et al., 2010) for gene set sizes 0-5000 and ranked by Ratio_of_Classes. 
Bedgraph files from TopHat aligned reads were generated with Bedtools v2.20.1 and visualized on the UCSC 
Genome Browser (Kent et al., 2002) for examination of the mm9 assembly chr7(7qE3) region for β-globin gene 
expression in Ter119+ sorted samples. 
 
Integration of Independently Obtained Gene Expression Data Sets 
Microarray data from precursors and HSPCs from E8.5 concepti (PAS+YS) (Swiers et al., 2013) were downloaded 
from NCBI GEO database (GSE2075), RNA-seq data from programmed cells with Gata2, cFos, Gfi1b and Etv6 
[(Pereira et al., 2013), GSE47497] and the RNA-seq data collected in the present study from placental HPs and 
HSPCs were subjected to processing and integration.  

Processing RNA-seq and microarray data: The FPKM values were floored at one unit and converted to log-space. 
Genes differentially expressed among the samples were identified based on the consistency of their expression in 
biological replicates (ANOVA test, false-detection rate p< 0.05). Microarray data values were transformed to log-
space and differentially expressed genes were found using ANOVA test (p< 0.05) as well.  



 
 

Data integration: All samples from different datasets were subjected to quantile normalization in order to obtain 
comparable value ranges. Consequently, the expression values for each gene from each individual dataset were 
normalized using Z-score normalization method. Then the data from different datasets were integrated and the data 
for genes uniformly expressed in any given dataset removed based on the previously obtained ANOVA p-values 
(the corresponding expression values were set to 0 in the corresponding datasets).  

Data clustering: An intersection of the integrated data representing only genes differentially expressed in the 
datasets analyzed was taken further to the clustering step. An intersection of 5,896 genes significantly changing in 
both placenta and programmed datasets and 1,677 genes in both placenta, programmed and AGM datasets has been 
found and the corresponding data from the initial datasets were merged. Clustering of samples was performed using 
Cluster 3.0 program, hierarchical clustering, complete linkage method with default parameters.  Clustering data with 
respect to cell expression profiles was performed using two different methods: k-means clustering with default 
parameters using cluster 3.0 program (Pereira et al., 2013), and coexpression clustering using custom software and 
Cytoscape program (Smoot et al., 2011; Stuart et al., 2003). In the case of coexpression clustering, failed 
measurements (zeroes) were ignored and the corresponding probabilistic similarity matrix was constructed by 
calculating correlation P values, given the number of non-failed readings in all pairwise comparisons. Visualization 
of the resulting coexpression clusters (coexpression network) has been performed with the help of force-directed 
layout using Cytoscape program (Smoot et al., 2011). 

Gene list enrichment analysis: Pathway enrichment analysis was performed on the genes enriched in the HPs and 
HSPCs clusters using Panther software (www.pantherdb.org). Gene ontology (biological process, cellular 
component and molecular function) was performed using DAVID clustered functional analysis 
(david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov/). Gene ontologies and genes identified were listed in Table S2 and Table S3 and were 
summarized using treemaps in REVIGO (Supek et al., 2011). For grid enrichment analysis the program Network to 
Canvas (Tan et al., 2013) was used with gene-set libraries created from ENCODE transcription factor Chip-Seq and 
the level 4 of the MGI mammalian phenotype ontology. Differential gene ontology (biological process, cellular 
component and molecular function), KEGG and REACTOME term enrichment analysis between HPs and HSPCs k-
means-clustered genes was performed and visualized via ClueGOv2.0.8 (Bindea et al., 2009) plug-in in Cytoscape 
v3.1.0 using a two-sided hypogeometric test with a Benjamini-Hochberg correction and connection restriction 
Kappa score set at 0.7 and a p-value threshold ≤0.05.  
 
Single Cell mRNA-seq Analysis 
PS34CD45- cells at E10.5 and E12.5, and HSPCs (CD45+CD34+cKit+) at E12.5 were sorted and collected. The 
cDNA synthesis was performed following the manufacturers instruction using the C1 Single-Cell Auto Prep System 
(Fluidigm). The cDNA reaction products were quantified using the Quant-iT PicoGreen® dsDNA (double-stranded 
DNA) Assay Kit (Life Technologies) and then diluted to a final concentration of 0.15–0.30 ng/µl using C1 Harvest 
Reagent. Sequencing libraries were prepared using the Nextera XT DNA Library Prep Kit (Illumina). 48 single-cell 
libraries were mixed together. The concentration of the mixed libraries was assayed using Agilent Bioanalyzer. The 
libraries were sequenced yielding ~0.18 -5.7 Million 100nt reads on a HiSeq 2000 platform at Mount Sinai 
Genomics Core. For single cell mRNA-Seq analysis the raw fastq files were mapped to the mouse mm9 genome 
using Tophat with Bowtie2. Transcript assembly and expression estimation were conducted using the Cuffquant and 
Cuffnorm features in the Cufflinks package. Differential expression, gene clustering and time-series analysis for 
single-cell RNA-seq was performed with Monocle v1.0.0 package (Trapnell et al., 2014) in R v3.1.0. 
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